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Hello All,
NOV. 28 2012
I am still "not" residing in my highvalley home because of the Odor Nuisance. Headaches,
Runny noise.
Does Lake county give out permits to businesses that create a nuisance for the neighbors ?
The new sniffer at Colmans gate confirms my complaints that the odor is consisently two to
five times higher than the Glenbrook Sniffer.
Can we please keep the levels below 4ppb in my neighborhood just like Cobb and Anderson
springs. Doug Gearheart says he needs many complaints to be a nuisance .
Our Lake County Doctor , Karen Tait , in a letter states that anything over 5ppb can be a
nuisance.

"Various guidelines hae been established based on odor nuisance and associated effects, such
as eye and nose irritation, headache and
nausea.
These standards focus on the nuisance factor, as the
health impacts to humans are not well understood.
Depending on the
organization, levels at which these nuisance side effects range from
5 ppb to 30 ppb.
These guidelines are not enforceable, but do define
the general range in which many people will be able to detect the odor
of hydrogen sulfide.
At those levels, some people, depending on
their individual sensitivity, may experience mild symptoms."
Again does Lake County approve permits that create "eye and nose irritation,headache, and
nausea".There have been many complaints since BRP started. Doug Gearheart has always stated
our neighborhood is the same as Glenbrook Gamp station 3/4 mile away. Also would not test at
my home when levels were high. (What were the levels at my home when Glenbrook went over
30ppb for a week?Knowing now my home is consistantly higher than glenbrook) Thank You all
for the sniffer at colman Gate to show our complaints are true!!!!!!
Please do not let them remove the sniffer at colman gate as long as BRP and Calpine are
using the wells in our neighborhood.
Thank You and please respond
Kelly Fletcher
7877 High Valley Rd. Cobb
707 928 5555
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